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A VIBRANT PARTNERSHIP EXISTS BETWEEN THE UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA (UVA) & MITRE, SPURRING MITRE LABS & UVA HEALTH INNOVATION HUB (IHUB)

---

LEARNING LAB

MITRE’s sponsors bring challenges to the partnership and encourage MITRE engineers and UVA clinicians to explore ground-breaking approaches for care delivery via learning metrics and measures, telehealth and remote monitoring, medical cyber security, and shared analytics.

---

Enabling technology and data management innovation to improve medical care operations

- Create robust connected healthcare ecosystem that nurtures investigation, safety, and assessment for all aspects of healthcare operations
- Development of powerful analytics for improved predictive monitoring for critical illness
- Enable effective sharing of analytics for multi-center development
- Provide frameworks for bringing effective tools to remote medical facilities
- Enable remote patient monitoring to reduce cost, improve patient healthcare experience

Partnership initiated in 2015

---

Public Organizations Working in the Public Interest

---

Health Learning Lab Focus:
- Mobile Telehealth
- Shared Analytics
- Clinical Collaboration

---

MITRE @ UVA
One Hospital Drive
Charlottesville Va 22908

---
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Mission Focus and Impact – Smart Connected Care

The MITRE@UVA partnership continues to garner sponsor support and have impact across both the national security and public service sectors.

In collaboration with UVA and other academic and industry participants, MITRE engages military, veteran, civilian health, and other sponsors to leverage engineering approaches for:

• learning metrics and measures
• telehealth and remote monitoring
• medical cyber, and shared analytics

This activity focuses on reference platforms for both sensitive and non-sensitive experimentation, as well as standards studies spanning regulatory registries, clinical trials, wearables, garrison and expeditionary spaces, and clinical hospital and telehealth care needs.

Notable collaboration between MITRE and UVA includes:

• Partnering to scale, document, measure, and share telehealth services to vulnerable populations in response to the COVID-19 pandemic as well as provide provider wellness and resiliency tools

• Leading standards development with the IEEE Engineering in Medicine and Biology Society, resulting in the IEEE P2795 standard for sharing analytics

• Improving expeditionary health technology readiness through field exercises and mobile medical experimentation

UVA HEALTH AND MITRE HELP KEEP AT-RISK POPULATIONS SAFE FROM COVID-19

UVA Health and MITRE partnered to develop COVID Rapid Response Kits—a critical new tool for fighting the pandemic in Virginia. These kits, expanded telehealth capabilities, and remote monitoring are improving care for many vulnerable residents.

Building a Joint Learning Lab through Academic Engagement

MITRE’s UVA site launched in 2015. Located on the grounds of the UVA School of Medicine and UVA Medical Center, it quickly became a hub for collaboration and experimentation. It includes a robust connected healthcare ecosystem that nurtures investigation, safety, and assessment for all aspects of healthcare operations.

UVA HEALTH AND MITRE - CREATING A TELEHEALTH BLUEPRINT

• "In just four short weeks, our partnership enabled a rapid response process for vulnerable populations," says David Cattell-Gordon, director of operations at the UVA Center for Telehealth. "This collaboration has already played an important role in helping save the lives of frail elderly during a major outbreak in skilled nursing facilities in our communities."

• The blueprint focuses on two main factors: communicating with isolated patients and delivering telehealth facilities and services to remote, at-risk groups. This approach enables medical teams to deliver ongoing care while continuing social distancing to reduce the load on health systems around the nation.

• COVID-19 poses challenges that require creative solutions for remote sensing, distributed surveillance, early detection, resource allocation, and resiliency planning. Since MITRE is using artificial intelligence to solve similar data and analytic challenges for national security, it was a natural fit to pivot this expertise to tackle the pandemic.
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FirstNet: Supporting Telehealth Quickly and Confidently

April 29, 2020

By Jason Porter, senior vice president, FirstNet Program at AT&T, and Maria Lamas, vice president – global healthcare solutions, AT&T

It’s not an overstatement to say that everything has changed the past few months. And things will probably continue to change. The simple act of going to the grocery store is not so simple anymore, and Americans are settling for take-out instead of a relaxing Friday night at our favorite restaurants. Most of these changes are manageable, even if a little inconvenient. But what happens when people need a doctor while sheltering in place? During this pandemic, Americans are being urged to avoid the doctor’s office and hospitals. Telehealth is where technology and healthcare converge to provide routine and lifesaving care.

The federal government and healthcare industry have been working to expand coverage and improve access to telehealth services. This means more at-risk patients can be treated in place without leaving the comfort and safety of their home.

FirstNet®, the only nationwide, high-speed broadband communications platform dedicated to and purpose-built for America’s first responders and the extended public safety community – is providing the connectivity healthcare providers need to deliver premium care, even if the doctor isn’t there in person. It’s just one of the reasons why we’re supporting the nation’s nurses and physicians with three months of free service on the FirstNet network.

https://about.att.com/innovationblog/2020/04/fn_telehealth.html
WHY STANDARDIZE HOW TO SHARE ANALYTICS AND PORTABLE DATA MODELS?

FORMING THE STANDARDS WORKING GROUP: EXPERIENCES LAUNCHING IEEE P2795

The areas in the top half of the bowtie represent emerging coordination activities and business requirements while the bottom half of the bowtie include traditional engineering activities.
PROPOSED FOUR STEP IEEE P2795 ANALYTIC EXCHANGE

FORMING THE STANDARDS WORKING GROUP: EXPERIENCES LAUNCHING IEEE P2795

1. Send out request looking for data model and processing capacity that fits application requirements
2. Send response indicating relevant data model and processing capacity is present
3. Send vetted analytic
4. Return vetted analytic output (results)

The IEEE standard for shared analytics aims to standardize interactions between nodes that are required for distributed analytic exchange.
IEEE P2795 STANDARD USE CASES AND WORKFLOWS CATALYZED THE WORKING GROUP

FORMING THE STANDARDS WORKING GROUP: EXPERIENCES LAUNCHING IEEE P2795

- Wearable Prescription Analytics
- Hospital Care
- Virtual Clinical Study Cohorts
- Virtual Regulatory Registries
- Field Care
- Medical Education
- Telehealth

Autonomous Telehealth Connectivity Standards

Exploration of similarities and differences across threads

Standards for sharing analytics that translate effectively across disparate applications and domains
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